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Abstract: Fluorescent fibers are optical fibers which emit light as a response to an incident phenomenon, usually 
an incident light. Operation depends on the doping dyes, which determine specific fluorescence and optical 
characteristics useful in the development of optical sensors. In this work we propose a low-cost distributed 
proximity sensor implemented using a red fluorescent fiber, to provide a security option for a surface plasmon 
resonance system. Operation of the proposed sensor relies on having the incident illumination intensity varied by 
the presence or absence of an obstacle in the vicinity of the sensing element. This will influence the radiated 
fluorescence accordingly. The proposed setup for the implementation of the optical proximity sensor assumes 
having a high brightness LED deployed for axial fiber illumination and a blue LED for side illumination. Electronic 
processing then accounts for gain and digitization. Measurement results of the prototype validate the proposed 
concept. 
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1. Introduction 

A fluorescent optical fiber is an optical fiber which emits 
light as a response to an incident phenomenon, e.g. fiber 
sensitive to molecular oxygen reported by a group of AT&T 
Bell Lab in 1989, high energy particles, UV or visible light, 
etc. [1, 2, 3]. The molecules of the organic dyes can be 
effectively excited due to their wide absorption band. The 
fluorescence intensity and lifetime in polymeric host 
strongly depend on the environmental conditions e.g. local 
molecular bindings, acidity, temperature and non-radiative 
excited state deactivation in the presence of quenchers. 
Numerous sensor have been developed based on 
fluorescence intensity modulation. Moreover, guiding 
properties of optical fiber can be used for transferred light 
modulation e.g. intensity and spectrum shape. This paper 
considers fluorescent fibers which emit light as a response to 
side illumination in the visible spectrum. One of the main 
benefits of fluorescent optical fibers is the increased 
flexibility of side illumination vs. traditional axial 
illumination [4]. Whereas axial illumination requires 
complicated and expensive coupling optics for confining the 
light radiation into the fiber core, side illumination is simply 
performed by illuminating the fiber cladding from an LED. 
Moreover, the advent of doping materials sensitive to light 
in the visible spectrum allowed for the employment of color 
LEDs in comparison to more expensive UV excitation 
sources as was the case in the past. These advantages 

motivate the employment of fluorescent optical fibers in the 
development of optical sensors. 

Fluorescent fibers are a very attractive medium for the 
development of optical sensors. Indeed, sensitivity towards 
an incident phenomenon makes the fluorescent fiber readily 
a sensing element. One conclusive example is a position 
sensor proposed by M. F. Laguesse in [5], where side 
illumination is employed to induce fluorescence into the 
fiber, and the position of the illumination point is determined 
by measuring the illumination power at the two fiber ends. 
The author compares the proposed solution to an optical 
potentiometer. A similar approach was employed by J. D. 
Weiss in [6] for the implementation of a long-distance 
position sensor aimed for industrial applications. The optical 
potentiometer principle was also applied by Aiestaran et al. 
in [7] for the implementation of position sensors, after 
comparing different fiber colors to evaluate their 
applicability to position sensing. 

Another application of fluorescent fibers is the nuclear 
particle detector proposed by A. D. Bross in [8]. In this 
application, scintillation radiation is produced within the 
fluorescent fiber as a result of exposure to nuclear particles. 
Other examples of fluorescent fiber optical sensors for 
particle detection account for molecular oxygen in [9], 
detection of UV radiation in [10], X-ray beam detection in 
[11], chloride ion detection in [12] or chemical species 
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detection in [13]. Each of these sensors employ the 
sensitivity of dye fluorescence on the particles of interest.  

A similar principle enables the implementation of a variety 
of sensors for environmental monitoring. For 
exemplification, C. O. Egalon developed a relative humidity 
sensor in [4]. This solution employs a fluorescent fiber which 
produces fluorescence within the cladding material which is 
then transmitted along the fiber. The fluorescence magnitude 
in this solution is dependent on the surrounding humidity. 
Another application for environmental monitoring is a 
temperature sensor proposed by Wu et al. in [14]. This 
solution uses a fluorescent fiber and a pulse modulated signal 
source, followed by phase-locked detection. This solution is 
claimed to provide a very good resolution and precision for 
temperature monitoring.  

Previous works reported by the authors employ the 
fluorescence spectral parameters for the implementation of 
UV [15, 16] and temperature [17] measurement systems. In 
each of these applications, the fluorescence wavelength or 
intensity are monitored in order to determine the parameters 
of the phenomenon which induced fluorescence.  

Another approach for optical sensor development with 
fluorescent fibers is to have them deployed as illuminators 
[18]. For exemplification, previous work reported by the 
authors use fluorescent polymeric fibers for surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) applications [19]. In such applications, the 
fluorescent fiber is used as a light source for the SPR sensor. 

In this work, we propose a low-cost distributed proximity 
sensor intended to provide a security option for our SPR 
system previously reported in [20]. The proposed proximity 
sensor is developed around a 81 0087 red fluorescent fiber 
from Industrial Fiber Optics, which is applied to an Avago 
SFH250 photodiode to generate an equivalent voltage drop. 
Operation of the proposed sensor relies on having the 
incident illumination intensity varied by the presence or 
absence of an obstacle in the vicinity of the sensing element, 
which will influence the radiated fluorescence accordingly. 
This in turn will generate a variation of the photodiode 
voltage drop which is then monitored and analyzed to 
determine the proximity sensing state. The costs of the 
proposed proximity sensor reduce to the fluorescent fiber 
and the electronics involved in the implementation of the 
proximity sensing logic. Extensive measurements validate 
the proposed solution for the distributed proximity sensor.  

This article is organized as follows. The fluorescent fiber is 
modeled in Section 2, which provides a thorough description 
of fluorescence generation and propagation, as well as the 
spectral behavior. His information is then employed to 
design fiber measurement scenarios in Section 3 to 

characterize the fiber operation, followed by the description 
of the proposed proximity sensor in Section 4. Some 
conclusions are finally drawn.    

2. The fluorescent fiber model 

In this work, we have employed the red fluorescent fiber, 
code 81 0087 from Industrial Fiber Optics [2]. This 
fluorescent fiber operates on the principle of active optical 
fibers, widely employed in lasers and optical amplifier 
constructions. A fluorescent dye, used as a doping material, 
is distributed uniformly within the fiber core [21]. Down-
conversion fluorescence is used for sensor construction. A 
light source, which emits with wavelength λ1 within the 
visible spectrum, produces side illumination of the fiber and 
induces fluorescence with wavelength λ2 in the visible 
spectrum. Wavelengths λ1 and λ2 are called the excitation and 
emission wavelength respectively, and follow   

21               (1) 

as illustrated in the measured absorption and emission 
spectra of the red fluorescent fiber, depicted in Fig. 1 [11,22]. 

 

Fig. 1 Measured absorption and emission spectra of the red 
fluorescent fiber    

Accordingly, light is generated within the fiber as a result of 
an incident light source. Operation of the fluorescent fibers 
is illustrated in Fig. 2 and is explained as follows. 

θ θ θ

θθ

incident side illumination meridional ray
skew ray

 

Fig. 2 Side view of the fluorescent optical fiber illustrating 
radiation generation as a result of incident side illumination 

As illustrated, fluorescent radiation is the superposition of 
two types of rays, i.e. meridional and skew rays respectively, 
which are discussed as follows. The total fluorescence power 
per unit thickness can be expressed as 
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pIaPT   24                     (2) 

where a is the fiber core radius, ρ is the volume density of 
the fluorescent material, I is the source intensity and p 
accounts for the fluorescent emission probability per unit 
solid angle [21].  

Meridional rays, generated by fluorescent particles situated 
on the fiber axis are depicted with solid line in Fig. 2. Let θ 
be the emission angle of such a fluorescent particle situated 
on the fiber axis. The condition for total internal refection 
(TIR) is expressed as 

co

cl

n
n

cos                                   (3) 

where ncl and nco are the cladding and core refractive indices 
respectively. The critical value θ0 of the emission angle for 
TIR is then 

co

cl

n
n

0cos                                   (4) 

which gives the fraction of the total emission power 
generated by axial fluorescence expressed as 

0cos1 fP                                 (5) 

To be noticed is that, as resulting from (5), meridional rays 
only represent a small fraction of the total emission power. 
Skew rays on the other hand, coming from off-axis 
fluorescent particles and depicted with dashed line in Fig. 2, 
represent the consistent fraction of the fluorescent radiation 
and are the result of the uniform distribution of the 
fluorescent material within the fiber core [21]. The 3-
dimensional illustration of skew rays, as depicted in Fig. 3, 
shows the azimuth φ and the elevation (π/2 – θ) of the skew 
ray respectively, as well as the incidence angle β. Expression 
of the TIR condition for skew rays is then written 

2sin1sincos 






 


a
r 

            (6) 

where r is the distance between the fiber axis and the 
fluorescent particle [21]. 

β r

φ θ  

Fig. 3 3-dimensional view of the fluorescent optical fiber 
illustrating a skew ray 

Then, the emission power contribution for narrow emission 
angles θ ⸦ [0, θ0] is written as [21] 

 0cos1  TN PP                         (7) 

and the emission power contribution for wide emission 
angles θ ⸦ [θ0, π/2] is written as [21] 

  00 coscos1   TW PP                 (8) 

Equations (2), (7) and (8) enable the expression of the 
fluorescent fiber trapping efficiency [21] 
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Transmission of the fluorescence along the fiber follows an 
exponential attenuation expressed by Lambert-Beer’s law 

  x
t eII                            (10) 

where It is the transmitted light, η is a proportional measure 
of the total fiber illumination energy, x is the distance 
between the side illumination incidence point and the fiber 
end and α(λ) is the fiber attenuation coefficient [5, 7, 11]. The 
latter is further expressed as  

                               (11) 

where μ is the dye absorption coefficient. To be noticed is 
that equation (11) expresses the dependency of the fiber 
attenuation on the wavelength of the transmitted light 
through parameter μ which varies vs. the wavelength of the 
incident light [5, 11].  

Finally, the fiber attenuation coefficient is used to define the 
fiber gain as  
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which is always below one, i.e. the fiber produces 
attenuation, since the intensity of the radiated fluorescence is 
smaller than the intensity of the incident light. Again, the 
fiber gain resembles a dependency on the wavelength. 

The fiber emission spectrum is further on well described by 
the Moyal function plus a flat background [23, 24], 
expressed in expression (13): 

 

BeA

BAf
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1exp
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       (13) 

where λ in the wavelength of the emission peak, A is the 
corresponding amplitude, σ is the spectral bandwidth, μ is the 
spectral shift of the emission peak due to the energy transfer 
mechanism [25, 26] and B is the flat, i.e. 0 order, background 
term.   

The results of the measured spectra fits to Moyal functions, 
for the spectral measurements at LED distances ranging from 
8cm to 20cm for this fiber type. 

3. Operation of the red fluorescent fiber 

Fluorescent optical fibers exhibit a variety of interesting 
applications reported in literature. Accordingly, it is 
important to understand and characterize the behavior of 
such fibers. In this work we analyzed a 81 0087 1mm red 
fluorescent fiber purchased from Industrial Fiberoptics [2]. 
According to the producer, the technical parameters of the 
fiber account for a 797 – 857 μm core diameter, 970 – 1030 
cladding diameter, a step refractive index profile with a 1.6 
core refractive index, and a 0.58 numerical aperture. A 1.5m 
long fiber was used throughput the experiments. The 
fluorescent fiber employed in this work exhibits a measured 
emission around 667nm. Measurements were carried out 
under ambient lighting conditions, and the fluorescent fiber 
exhibits a nominal emission power of P=6.2 μW. 

Four measurement scenarios, which assume monitoring of 
the fiber emission power and photodiode voltage drop when 
the fiber end is applied to a photodiode, are listed in Table I 
and are presented as follows. 

Table I Red fluorescent fiber measurement scenarios 

Monitored fiber performance 
parameter 

Illumination 
parameter 

Fiber emission power vs. Distance 

Height 

Photodiode voltage drop vs. Distance 
Height 

 

The first measurement scenario assumed the measurement of 
the fiber emission power as a result of side illumination using 
a photometer. The test setup for this test scenario is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. 

d

h

Red fluorescent fiber

LED source

Photometer
 

Fig. 4 Test setup for the determination of the fiber emission 
power vs. side illumination parameters 

Four LED sources from a KMAC Educational Kit were used 
to perform side illumination of the fluorescent fiber: a blue 
LED (measured 462nm spectral peak), a green LED 
(measured 522nm spectral peak), a red LED (measured 
660nm spectral peak), a white LED (measured broadband 
spectrum with 457nm blue spectral peak). The fifth light 
source was a CLM1C-WKW cool white high brightness 
LED (HBL) (measured broadband spectrum with 445nm and 
567nm spectral peaks). The five light sources were 
successively used to apply side illumination to the optical 
fiber under the same measurement conditions: distance d = 
10cm in-between the fiber illumination point and the 
powermeter, and a height h = 5cm of the LED referred to the 
fluorescent fiber. The measured LED emission power along 
with the corresponding fiber emission power are listed in 
Table II.  

Table II Fiber emission power for various light sources 

LED 
source 

LED 
emission 
power 

Fiber 
emission 
power 

Normalized 
fiber 
emission 

Red 5 μW 5.9 μW 1.18 
Blue 10.2 μW 21.9 μW 2.15 
Green 4.5 μW 10.6 μW 2.36 
White 8.03 μW 19.8 μW 2.47 
HBL 174 μW 75 μW 0.43 

 

It is clear that the red fluorescent optical fiber exhibits the 
largest emission power for the HBL. This is motivated by the 
large HBL emission power, as well as by the overlapping 
between the broadband HBL emission and the fiber 
absorption spectra. To be noticed however is that the HBL 
requires the largest supply power for fiber illumination, and 
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will therefore be used for fiber saturation via axial 
illumination, rather than data transmission.  

With respect to the LED incident light sources, which require 
considerably lower supply power in comparison to the HBL, 
the fiber is most sensitive to the blue LED. The cause is 
twofold. On one hand, the blue LED exhibits the largest 
emission power, and on the other hand the blue LED 
emission spectrum overlaps the fiber absorption spectrum. 
The blue LED is therefore suitable for transmission of binary 
information along the fiber, as is the case in the current work 
where we target the binary transmission of the sensor 
proximity state. On the other hand, red incident light has the 
lowest influence on the fiber emission power. 

For an objective comparison however, the fiber emission 
power was normalized vs. the incident illumination power, 
also listed in Table II. This figure of merit illustrates that the 
blue, green and white LEDs exhibit similar yields for 
generating fiber fluorescence. Thus, our choice for the blue 
LED is furthermore motivated by the additional LED 
emission power which contributes the extra μW of fiber 
emission power required in the proposed sensing application. 
The HBL on the other hand exhibits the smallest yield for the 
same purpose.  

The next measurement scenario accounts for variation of the 
distance d in-between the fiber illumination point and the 
photometer, with constant height h = 10 cm. Variation of the 
fiber emission power vs. the distance d is plotted in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Variation of the fiber emission power vs. distance 

Under blue incident light, the fiber emission intensity 
exhibits an exponential decrease with the distance d, 
confirming equation (10). Indeed, the closer is the fiber 
illumination point to the fiber end, the larger will the fiber 
emission power be. Deviations from the exponential fitting 
curve, also plotted for reference in Fig. 5, are due to 
variations in the ambient fiber illumination caused by 
shadowing of the measurement setup. Red incident light on 
the other hand determines most insensitive behavior. This is 

due to the fact that the 660nm incident light from the red 
LED source is only slightly absorbed to produce fluorescent 
radiation, as illustrated by fiber absorption spectra in Fig. 1. 
In the same time, red light of shorter wavelength, e.g. 620-
650 nm, would determine fluorescent radiation with rather 
low sensitivity vs. incident light. This is due to the rather 
large overlapping of the fiber absorption and emission 
spectra, as shown in Fig. 1 and as also specified in [11].  

The next measurement scenario accounts for variation of the 
LED height h with respect to the fluorescent fiber. Only blue 
incident light is considered for this scenario. Variation of the 
fiber emission power vs. the height h is plotted in Fig. 6, 
illustrating a decrease of the fluorescent radiation power vs. 
the side illumination height. 

 

Fig. 6 Variation of the fiber emission power vs. height 

The same behavior is observable when the fluorescent fiber 
is applied to a photodiode in the following test scenario, 
illustrated in the test setup from Fig. 7. The fluorescent fiber 
is applied to an Avago SFH250 photodiode. The reasons for 
choosing this photodiode were the “connector-less” package 
which allows the direct application of the optical fiber, 
integrated optical micro-lens for efficient optical coupling, 
as well as good sensitivity to red incident light [27]. 

VDD

VD
d

h

Red fluorescent fiber

LED source

SFH250

 

Fig. 7 Test setup for the determination of the photodiode 
voltage drop vs. side illumination parameters 

In this setup, the diode voltage drop VD was accounted to an 
estimate of the light intensity emitted by the fluorescent fiber 
under various illumination conditions. In laboratory 
environment, under ambient lighting with no additional fiber 
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illumination, the nominal diode voltage drop measures 
240mV. Next, test scenarios account for varying the distance 
d in-between the photodiode and the fiber illumination point. 
Variation of the diode voltage drop vs. the distance d is 
plotted in Fig. 8, confirming the results formerly expressed 
in Fig. 5, namely that the red fluorescent fiber is indeed 
sensitive to side illumination with blue light following an 
exponential decrease with the distance d. The exponential 
fitting curve is also plotted for reference. Similarly to Fig. 5, 
Fig. 8 illustrates deviations of the photodiode voltage drop 
from the exponential characteristics, due to variations in the 
ambient fiber illumination and shadowing.   

 

Fig. 8 Variation of the photodiode voltage drop vs. distance 

The next measurement scenario accounts for variation of the 
blue LED height h with respect to the fluorescent fiber. 
Variation of the corresponding photodiode voltage drop vs. 
the height h is plotted in Fig. 9. Again, the results expressed 
from Fig. 6 are confirmed. 

 

Fig. 9 Variation of the photodiode voltage drop vs. height 

4. The proximity sensor laboratory proof of 
principle 

The block diagram of the proposed proximity sensor is 
illustrated in Fig. 10. Operation of the proximity sensor is 
explained as follows. Passive resistance R operates towards 
forward biasing the photodiode. Accordingly, if no light is 

emitted by the fiber, i.e. the photodiode is dark, then there is 
no photodiode current. If on the other hand the fiber emits 
some light, there will be a proportional current flow ID 
through the photodiode. The photodiode current ID is then 
fed to a programmable transimpedance amplifier for current-
to-voltage conversion. Next, a proximity indicator LED will 
be turned ON or OFF as prescribed by some proximity logic. 

VDD

SFH250

  R

I-V 
Amplifier

Proximity 
logic

LED 
indicator

 

Fig. 10 Block diagram of the proposed proximity sensor 

Operation of the proximity sensor imposes that emission of 
the fluorescent fiber is generated as a result of proximity 
sensing. This enables two operation scenarios. In the first 
scenario, illustrated in Fig. 11, an incident light source is 
attached to a moving object. When the moving object is 
sufficiently close to the optical fiber, i.e. the height of the 
incident light source is sufficiently small, the fiber emission 
intensity is large enough to turn ON the proximity indicator 
LED. This operation scenario accounts for direct proximity 
logic and is implemented with two inverters. The amplifier 
gain can be set large enough in order to have the amplifier 
output equivalent to a binary signal, encoding the 
“proximity” and “no proximity” states. The aim of the two 
inverters is for noise immunity, as they operate towards 
signal regeneration. 

Proximity 
sensor

HBL

 

Fig. 11 Direct-logic proximity sensing scenario 

To be noticed is that at least one of the two inverters should 
be Trigger Schmidt. Large fluctuations of the ambient 
illumination conditions may induce variation of the fiber 
emission intensity, accounting for noise in the electrical 
signal, as illustrated in Fig 12. This in turn determines 
parasitic switches of the amplifier output as the signal passes 
the switching threshold several times. This phenomenon is 
illustrated in time domain in Fig. 13 (a), followed by the 
corresponding voltage transfer characteristics (VTC) in Fig. 
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13 (b). Consequently, the logic circuit outputs erroneous 
proximity indication. 

 

Fig. 12 Time-domain waveform of the photodiode voltage 
drop, in the presence of ambient light variations 

a) 

vI

t

t

vO

 

b) 

vO

vI

t

vI

vO

t

 

Fig. 13 a) Time-domain operation of the logic inverter and 
b) the corresponding VTC. 

The Trigger Schmidt inverter imposes two different 
switching thresholds, VIH for LOW→HIGH and VIL for 
HIGH→LOW variations respectively, thus implementing a 
hysteresis inversion characteristics. Provided the hysteresis 
is wide enough, fluctuation of the fiber emission intensity 
won’t generate parasitic switching of the LED driving signal. 
This phenomenon is illustrated in the time domain in Fig. 14 

(a), followed by the corresponding voltage transfer 
characteristics (VTC) in Fig. 14 (b).  

a) 

vI

vO

t

t  

b) 

vO

vI

t

vI

vO

tvIL vIH

 

Fig. 14 a) Time-domain operation of the Trigger Schmidt 
inverter and b) the corresponding VTC. 

The digital signal after the two inversions is illustrated in Fig. 
15. Accordingly, after regeneration, the signal at the output 
of the Proximity sensing logic section is de-noised and won’t 
affect the logic proximity state. Consequently, the sensor 
circuitry will only be sensitive to variations of the fiber 
emission intensity triggered by the fiber incident light 
source. 

 

Fig. 15 Time-domain waveform of the digital signal at the 
output of the Proximity sensing logic section 
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Another issue which stands at this point is the intensity of the 
incident light source. As provided by the red fluorescent fiber 
characterization results, the HBL generates sufficient 
variation of the fiber emission intensity, and consequently 
sufficient variation of the photodetector current. The supply 
requirements for the HBL however impose a larger supply 
power in comparison to LEDs. 

The second proximity sensing scenario, illustrated in Fig. 16, 
assumes the fiber continuously illuminated. In this case, the 
transimpedance amplifier output is always high. An obstacle, 
e.g. intruder, which comes between the incident light source 
and the fluorescent fiber will modify the fiber illumination 
conditions, thus reducing the fiber emission intensity. When 
the photodiode current becomes low enough, the amplifier 
output switches. This operation scenario accounts for 
complementary proximity logic and it is implemented with a 
single inverter. Motivation for using a Trigger Schmidt 
inverter is the same as before. 

Proximity 
sensor

HBL

 

Fig. 16 Proximity sensing scenario following 
complementary logic proximity sensing 

The issue with this proximity sensing scenario stands in the 
fiber illumination power. Neither a single HBL, nor a LED, 
deployed at a rather large height from the fiber won’t 
generate sufficient incident power to keep the amplifier 
output high. Accordingly, the proposed solution employs 
fiber saturation via an axially deployed HBL at the other 
fiber end. The motivation for fiber saturation with HBL is 
that, in contrast to the other LEDs, the HBL delivers 
sufficient power into the fiber, and consequently generates 
sufficient illumination power, required for the proposed 
sensing application. Side illumination of the fiber for 
proximity sensing is then performed with the blue LED. The 
amplifier gain is set to have the output voltage equal to the 
switching threshold. Then, having an obstacle come in-
between the blue LED and the fluorescent fiber will trigger 
the switching, thus turning the proximity state indicator ON. 

A photograph of the laboratory test bench of the proposed 
proximity sensor is illustrated in Fig. 17. The proximity 
sensor was tested in both sensing scenarios: direct logic to 
sense the closeness of a moving object to the fluorescent 
fiber, and complementary logic to sense the interposition of 
a moving object in-between the incident light source and the 

fluorescent fiber. Laboratory measurements prove the 
correct operation of the developed proximity sensor. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 17 Laboratory implementation of the proposed 
proximity sensor: a) printed circuit board and b) top view 
with acquisition board  

 

5. Conclusions 

This work presented a low-cost distributed proximity sensor 
implemented using a red fluorescent fiber. Operation of the 
proposed sensor relies on having the incident illumination 
intensity varied by the presence or absence of an obstacle in 
the vicinity of the sensing element. The fluorescence induced 
into the fiber by side illumination determines specific optical 
characteristics, useful in the proposed sensing applications. 
The employment of lateral excitation instead of axial 
excitation of the optical fiber allows for low-cost signal 
monitoring instrumentation to obtain accurate and robust 
measurements. The implementation of the proximity sensor 
was presented and experimentally verified. The obtained 
results validate the proposed concept, which can further be 
used for new applications of fluorescent polymeric optical 
fibers in optical sensor technology. 
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